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APP STARTER’S GUIDE

THE TRANSFORM
APP STARTER’S
GUIDE

The Transform App Starter’s Guide is a getting started guide for those who have purchased The Transform App. As a purchaser of the app you have
agreed to the Terms and Conditions that are found on www.Transformhq.com and in the app itself.
The information presented in this ebook is also covered by the Terms and Conditions on www.Transformhq.com and in the app itself and it is part of
your purchase of The Transform app.
We encourage you to read the complete Terms and Conditions thoroughly before using any services provided by Transform Management LLC.
Statements on the app or in this ebook have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
ALWAYS CONSULT WITH A PHYSICIAN OR OTHER HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL BEFORE STARTING ANY DIET, EXERCISE PROGRAM OR
DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS.
The app and this eBook are provided for guidance and information on how to improve your fitness, health, and nutrition, and support your weight loss.
THE APP AND EBOOK ARE NOT A MEDICAL ORGANIZATION OR MEDICAL DOCTORS OR PROFESSIONAL COUNSELORS. THE PRACTICE
OF MEDICINE AND COUNSELING INCLUDES, WITHOUT LIMITATION, PSYCHIATRY, PSYCHOLOGY, PSYCHOTHERAPY, OR PROVIDING
HEALTH OR NUTRITION CARE, TREATMENT, INSTRUCTIONS, DIAGNOSIS, PROGNOSIS OR ADVICE.
YOU SHOULD NOT RELY ON THIS GUIDANCE AND INFORMATION AS PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL ADVICE, DIAGNOSIS, OR TREATMENT.
BEFORE BEGINNING THESE SERVICES, YOU SHOULD CONSULT A PHYSICIAN. THIS IS PARTICULARLY TRUE BUT NOT LIMITED TO, IF
YOU (OR YOUR FAMILY) HAVE A HISTORY OF HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE OR HEART DISEASE OR IF YOU HAVE EVER EXPERIENCED CHEST
PAIN WHEN EXERCISING, SMOKE, HAVE HIGH CHOLESTEROL, HAVE A BONE OR JOINT PROBLEM THAT COULD BE MADE WORSE BY A
CHANGE IN PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, HAVE DIABETES, ARE OBESE, HAVE ARTHRITIS OR ARE PREGNANT, BREASTFEEDING, OR LACTATING.
Our recommended workout plans, exercises, and meal plans even if they are tailored to you, should not be misconstrued as medical advice, diagnosis
or treatment.
IF YOU EXPERIENCE FAINTNESS, DIZZINESS, PAIN, SEVERE DISCOMFORT OR SHORTNESS OF BREATH AT ANY TIME WHILE EXERCISING,
YOU SHOULD STOP IMMEDIATELY AND CONSULT A MEDICAL EXPERT PRIOR TO RETURNING TO EXERCISING.
THE USE OF ANY INFORMATION OR PROGRAMS PROVIDED ON THE APP OR IN THE EBOOK IS SOLELY AT YOUR OWN RISK. DO NOT EVER
DISREGARD, AVOID OR DELAY OBTAINING MEDICAL OR HEALTH RELATED ADVICE FROM YOUR HEALTH-CARE PROFESSIONAL BECAUSE
OF SOMETHING YOU MAY HAVE READ ON IN THE EBOOK. THE USE OF ANY INFORMATION PROVIDED ON THE SERVICE IS SOLELY AT
YOUR OWN RISK
.
You should be aware that there are inherent physical and mental health risks to exercise and change of diet including the risk of injury or illness.
By accessing the Services, you acknowledge and agree that your performance of any and all exercises or activities recommended by the Services is
entirely at your own risk. Neither Transform Management LLC Chris Powell and Heidi Powell will be liable for any physical or mental injury or illness
that may result, whether directly or indirectly, from any of our recommended workout plans or exercises.
Using the guidelines such as written descriptions, pictures, or videos describing how to perform specific exercises or activities, you assume sole
responsibility for performing those exercises or activities with proper form, as there is a risk of injury or illness increases with improper form. We
encourage you to seek multiple sources of information regarding how to perform each exercise correctly and to consider consulting with a qualified
coach, instructor, personal trainer, or physical therapist, especially if you are new to any of the forms of training or activity you seek to perform.
*Those following the “Lose Weight” programs in Transform App and using both the nutrition and exercise parts of the programs can expect to lose
1-2 lbs/week. Since everybody is unique with different personalities, abilities, interests, physical attributes, emotional makeup, and health and fitness
goals the results of using the app will depend on the user’s unique traits and following the program specifically. Healthy sustainable weight loss of 2
lbs/week is not considered feasible over an extended period of time. The length of time varies depending on the individual. ALWAYS CONSULT WITH
A PHYSICIAN OR OTHER HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL BEFORE STARTING ANY DIET, EXERCISE PROGRAM OR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
Some of the before/after consumer testimonials featured in the app or the ebook (site) may have compensated for their testimonials by receiving free
or discounted products and services.
You represent and warrant that you are at least 18 years of age. If you are under age 18, you may not, under any circumstances or for any reason, use
the App.
All rights reserved. In accordance with the U.S. Copyright Act of 1976, the scanning, uploading, and electronic sharing of any part of this book without
permission of the publisher constitutes unlawful piracy and theft of the author’s intellectual property. If you would like to use material in this book
(other than for review purposes), prior written permission must be obtained by the publisher at customerservice@transformhq.com.
Published by Transform Management LLC
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WELCOME!
To The Transform App Starter’s Guide—your
transformation success all in one place.

even life lessons delivered weekly to help you master
your mindset for long-term success.

Starting a new journey can be confusing, overwhelming,
and intimidating. We understand. Your fitness and
weight loss journey is just as much an emotional journey
as it is a physical one.

Yes, we did it all for you in The Transform App. This is
your guide to mastering the most valuable tool on your
transformation journey and to leading you to a lifetime
of health and happiness.

The last thing you want to do is download dozens of
health and fitness apps to keep track of various things.
We started noticing gaps in current health and fitness
apps: some offered generic workouts, some offered
nutrition, some offered macro tracking, and some
offered mindset training, but there wasn’t one app that
offered all four. It takes all of these pieces of the puzzle
to create a lasting transformation!

Whether you’re starting your journey for the first time,
or restarting for the hundredth time, start here, start
now! You don’t need to look further. The Transform App
is the solution you’ve been looking for.

The Transform App was created to be the COMPLETE
transformation experience. That means customized
nutrition plans based on your body and your goals,
workouts specific to your needs and fitness level, and

Time to Transform!

Print out this guide, save it on your phone, whatever you
need to do to have it easily accessible. Refer to it often.
And most importantly, trust the process.
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UNLEASH YOUR WHY
(Mindset Training)
Before you throw on your workout clothes,
buy new equipment, or hit the gym, you need
to prepare emotionally and mentally. While
transformation is a beautiful journey of selfdiscovery, empowerment, and confidence, you’re
still going to have bad days.
You’re going to get frustrated at times. You will
likely feel bouts of sadness, anger, and loneliness in
the months and years ahead. But when those times
come, what is going to keep you choosing your
health and happiness over the instant gratification
of your vices?
We’re talking about finding your WHY.
Your WHY is your motivation. It’s something you
need to know deep in your heart and keep in front
of you at all times to stay driven and determined.
When it is unleashed, your WHY will carry you
through the inevitably difficult times ahead.
Answer these questions:
1 What do I want to achieve through my
transformation?

3 When I reach my goal, what will that mean
about me?
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2 Why is this goal important to me?

reason why—your true WHY is what you are ultimately
seeking for yourself. For most, it is to be Accepted, to be
Loved, or to feel Worthy.

The first two questions will likely identify powerful
motivations, but the last question identifies the deepest

Hold on to your WHY. You will want to fill this out in the
app later on.

For the example above, while a parent might want to lose
weight to play with their kids, the true WHY is to feel
worthy of having them. Your WHY always comes back to
you.

START HERE FOR YOUR NEW TRANSFORMATION
We want to talk you through some logistics before we dive deep into The Transform App.
STEP

01

Open the app, log in, and fill out each question to the best of your ability. The more accurate your answers,
the better we can help you! Some of the questions you will see include:
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These answers will be unique to you, so don’t feel like
you need to ask your spouse or your workout buddy
for help answering. Progress is personal, and so is your
WHY. Your WHY is more than just “wanting to lose
weight”—it goes deeper than that. While losing weight
might be your goal, a deeper reason might be to have
more energy to play with your kids. Dig deep. Your WHY
is there.

02

Click on BODY GOAL and select the body you want to create. This can (and most likely will) change as
you reach your different transformation goals. Start now and change later when you’re ready for a new
transformation.
1

LOSE WEIGHT: Lose 10 to over 200 pounds of
body fat to achieve your ideal weight.

2

LEAN & SHREDDED: Shred the final 10 to 20
pounds of fat to see a lean and sculpted body.

3

MAINTAIN WEIGHT: Maintain your current
weight while improving your overall health and
physique.

4

GAIN WEIGHT: Build muscle and mass,
increasing strength and power.

*Those following the “Lose Weight” programs in Transform App and following both the nutrition
and exercise parts of the programs can expect to lose 1-2 lbs/week. Since everybody is unique
with different personalities, abilities, interests, physical attributes, emotional makeup, and health
and fitness goals the results of using the app will depend on the user’s unique traits and following
the program specifically. Healthy sustainable weight loss of 2 lbs/week is not considered feasible
over an extended period of time. The length of time varies depending on the individual. ALWAYS
CONSULT WITH A PHYSICIAN OR OTHER HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL BEFORE STARTING
ANY DIET, EXERCISE PROGRAM OR DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS.. Those people whose pictures
appear in this ebook DO NOT represent results obtained from using the app.

GOAL WEIGHT &
NUTRITION PLAN.
Next, you will pick your Goal Weight and your
Nutrition Plan. You will have two paths to choose
from when it comes to your Nutrition Plan.
One path is the Transform Plan, which includes
several options where we tailor a plan for you to
help you reach the Body Goal you selected.
The second path is the Custom Plan, where you
set your own calories and macros. Let’s take a
closer look.
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STEP

With the Transform Plan, we tailor your nutrition plan, calories, and macros based on your Body Goal. We will
guide you through every meal, using our proven methods and even suggesting meals for you. If you don’t want any
suggested meals in particular, just select from over 500 Transform Meals, and we’ll scale them to meet your specific
needs. Basically, we’ll do all of the thinking for you!

Please note: Your Transform Plan will be suggested based on your Body Goal. If your Body
Goal is Lose Weight, you will be given 3 additional options to select from:
• FIT CYCLE: A higher carb plan with intermittent low carb days. This plan works
well for those starting out on a diet for the first time in a while.
• EASY CYCLE: A plan with reset meals every other day for a flexible and enjoyable
lifestyle. This plan works great for those who need to indulge often to stay on track.
• TURBO CYCLE: A lower carb plan with intermittent high carb days. This plan
works well for those with a history of chronic dieting and/or low carb lifestyles.

Once you begin your transformation, you can access all of the available plans for your particular Body Goal in the
ME>Program section of the app (over 9 different plans available)!

CUSTOM PLAN
With the Custom Plan, you’re the boss. Set your
own calories and daily macro goals. If you have
some experience counting macros (or have a macro
coach) and want to put that knowledge to work,
then this option is good for you, but it might require
a little more time. You can set 3 different goals
for 3 separate days (ie. you choose your high carb
days, low carb days, and reset days). This will help
accommodate any nutrition program.
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TRANSFORM PLAN

03

Choose your training program. You have three options to choose for your training program. Each program
has 7-8 phases, with each phase being approximately 3 months (almost 2 years’ worth per program). That
means with all of the workouts combined, we have more than 10 years and over 2,000,000 workouts so
you can transform any direction you want to go!

AT HOME PLANS
Why would you choose this plan? You want a full workout
plan that you can do from the comfort of your own home. No
gym membership required!
Women get to choose from two At Home Plans:
BODYWEIGHT BEGINNER: For anyone wanting workouts
in the comfort of their own home. No equipment needed.
BODY SCULPTING: For anyone looking for toning and
sculpting weight training workouts at home. Equipment
needed: a bench, bands, and dumbbells.
Men get to choose from two At Home Plans:
BODYWEIGHT BEGINNER: For anyone wanting workouts
in the comfort of their own home. No equipment needed.
BODYWEIGHT ADVANCED: This is an advanced version of
the Bodyweight Beginner plan. Equipment needed: a pull-up
bar and a box.
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STEP

CROSS TRAINING PLANS

Full gym programs to sculpt a beach body physique.
Why would you choose this plan? You want next level
results and a sculpted body.
WOMEN’S PHYSIQUE:
8 Phases (Beginner-Intermediate-Advanced). Gym
membership required

Intense programs for both men and women to build
strength, stamina, endurance, and power. Why would
you choose this plan? This plan is designed for home,
traveling, and outdoor warriors who are looking to
shake things up. Whether your goal is to lose weight,
get lean, or get shredded, you won’t be bored with this
option.

MEN’S PHYSIQUE:
8 Phases (Beginner-Intermediate-Advanced). Gym
membership required

BODYWEIGHT:
8 Phases (Beginner through Advanced). Equipment
needed: a pull-up bar and a box.

Please note: Beginners and individuals who haven’t weight
trained within the last 6 months should start with Phase
1. Advanced regular lifters should start with Phase 2.
However, you can choose any phase to start in.

EQUIPPED:
8 Phases (Beginner through Advanced). Equipment
needed: box, barbells, pull-up bar, and bumper plates.

STEP

04

Pick Your Trainer. You have 3 options: Chris, Heidi, or both of us! All this really means is that whoever you
pick will be doing all the demonstrations for you and coaching you through the audio coaching.

Please note: For the Women’s Physique
program, Heidi is the only trainer
option. For the Men’s Physique program,
Chris is the only trainer option.
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IRON GYM PLANS

05

Choose Your Start Date. This is a big deal. A calendar will open up with a 2-week window for you to pick
your start date. We like to give you some extra time because we know it takes some prep and planning.
Choose a date that will give you time to grocery shop, buy any equipment you might need, plan your
schedule (to open up time to invest in yourself), and prepare mentally for your incredible transformation!

Once you pick your start date, a
countdown timer will show up to get you
pumped! If you stop here and close out
of the app, each time you open up The
Transform App, the timer will show up. But
you’re not quite done yet (go to Step 6).

If you change your mind and want to start
your program right away, just hit the I Want
to Start Now button.

06

Plan and Prep. Step 6 is the final (big) step in bringing your transformation to life. We purposefully put it all
in one section so you can see all of the capability behind your day-to-day dashboard.

FIRST

STEP

Click the NUTRITION button on the bottom
bar. You will see your first week of meals that
are waiting to be picked. Depending on which
plan you chose (Transform vs. Custom), your
page might look something like this:
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STEP

PLANNER
This overview is essentially your nutrition schedule. The dates that go
horizontally across the top correspond to your 12-week phase based on
your start date. You can plan your food for up to two weeks at a time!
If you have no clue where to start or don’t want to select your meals,
we’ve got you covered. Click on SUGGEST MEALS, and we will do the
work for you. We will even try to match your meal macros as close as
possible to hit your body goals! If you want to choose your own meals,
click on View Meals, scroll down, and look for the little +ADD options
that are next to Breakfast, Snack, Lunch, Snack, and Dinner. We will
show you options that fit your meal plan and goals. Feast!
When you choose +ADD, you will have three options to choose from
(pictured right): TRANSFORM MEALS (over 500 options for you to
handpick), FOOD LIBRARY (food, meals, and recipes), and QUICK
ADD (you can easily add an item by inputting calories, protein (g),
carbs (g), and fat (g). There is also a barcode scanner so you can easily
scan foods to input.

MEALS
Don’t look at this section if you’re hungry! Here we have over 500 delicious
meals for you to choose from. Breakfasts, snacks, lunches, and dinners are
categorized by breakfast, high carb, low carb, and reward meals. You can
click on individual meals to check macros, ingredients, and recipes, and you
can even “star” any meal if you want to add it to your favorites. There are
also options to print, share, or take a picture of your meal.

SHOPPING LIST
Once you’ve chosen your meals for the next week (or two), you can click on
this tab and see your populated grocery list. Talk about convenient! If you
planned for two weeks, be sure to click both weeks on the horizontal line
above since you will have two grocery lists. You can add items and delete
items you don’t want or already have. If you click on the greenish-orblooking-ball in the bottom right corner, you can switch the view to By Aisle
or By Meal.
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At the top of the screen, you will see 3 options: PLANNER, MEALS, AND SHOPPING LIST.

NEXT
NOW

Click the ME button on the bottom bar. If you haven’t added a picture yet, add
one now.
Under your picture, you will see three buttons: Archive, My Journal, and Help
Me. Prepare yourself—there’s a lot going on in here (all good stuff).

ARCHIVE
In Archive, you will find the Life Lessons and Nutrition tips. These are the lessons
and tips you will see on your home screen from day one.

MY JOURNAL

HELP ME

My Journal is a place for you to throw down your thoughts. We always prompt
you with, “How are you feeling right now?” You can even add images to the
entries. Got a new workout outfit? Starting to see some progress? Take a picture
and Journal it. Your entries will pop up on your “Profile” page any time you want
to go back through memory lane.

The Help Me button is where you’ll go if you have a question. We have a couple of videos to help with the app as a
whole and macro tracking. We also have a tab that will direct you to some popular FAQs. If you can’t find your answer
there, just click “Contact Support,” and you can email us right from there.
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Click the WORKOUTS button on the bottom bar. The workouts
will be locked until you officially start, but you can at least get
an idea of the layout. At the top of the page, you can click the
second button called Movement Guides to watch videos on
example exercises.

PROGRESS
In the Progress section, you will see week-by-week tracking of your entire transformation from images to
measurements. As soon as your transformation begins, you will be prompted to record progress pictures and
measurements weekly so that the Smart Adjust Feature can identify if your progress slows, and it will adjust your
program to speed things up for faster results as needed.

PROGRAM
In the Program section, you can completely customize your experience even further. Here, you can select from an
extended menu of nutrition plans:
MUSCLE: A high calorie, flexible plan with reset meals every other day for bulk
and mass gain. Why would you choose this plan? If your goal is to put on a lot of
muscle and gain mass, this nutrition plan is designed with the additional calories
and nutrients to keep you feeling fueled, energized, and ready to give it your all
during your workouts.
SLINGSHOT: A consistent high carb plan with a reset day once a week. Why
would you choose this plan? This consistent high carb/low fat plan is great
for extremely active individuals and endurance athletes OR to help increase
metabolic rate.
FIT: A high carb plan with intermittent low carb days and a reset day once a
week. Why would you choose this plan? This nutrition plan is commonly used
with the Physique programming. This is also a great program for muscle building
and running.

EASY: A plan with reward meals every other day for a flexible lifestyle. Why would you choose this plan? This is a
great onboarding option for anyone who wants to transition into a healthier lifestyle without feeling restricted and
deprived of your favorite foods.
EXTREME: The consistent plan used on our TV show with multiple high carb days followed by two low carb days.
Why would you choose this plan? This is a great plan for people who like consistency but who also like to see and feel
the effects of carb cycling on their body. This program creates incredible body awareness and appreciation for the
effects of food on our body.
CLASSIC: A traditional cycle of alternating high and low carb days. Why would you choose this plan? This cycle is
very similar to the Easy plan but without all of the reset days. The Classic Cycle includes three low carb days to
increase fat burn. You will see this used a lot with the Physique and advanced programs.
TURBO: A lower carb plan with intermittent high carb days and a reset day once a week. Why would you choose this
plan? It’s great for fat burning and weight loss. If you’re already on a low carb diet, this is a good option to transition into.
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At the top of the ME page, you will see four sections: PROFILE, PROGRESS, PROGRAM, and SETTINGS.

KETO: A modified ketogenic diet for special dietary and lifestyle needs. Why would you choose this plan? This
modified Keto Program is not a medical Keto program—we leave that to doctors and healthcare practitioners. But if
you are looking for a cyclical ketogenic diet, this is your best bet.*
*Our main purposes for Ultra and Keto programs are twofold: 1) To slowly reintroduce carbs to extreme
low carb dieters, and 2) to provide a program for those whose body responds favorably to consistent
low carb diets.
In the Program section, you can also change your daily calorie
intake, goal weight, and switch between any of our training
programs. This is also where you can Reset Your Transform Plan,
Restart Current Phase, or Begin New Transformation as needed.
Now go to your profile, and under settings, enter your Why. It will
show up in your Profile screen–front and center–so you’ll never forget!
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ULTRA: An extremely low carb plan with a single high carb day and a reset day once a week. Why would you choose
this plan? This program is great for someone who is currently on a very low carb diet and who wants to ease into the
Transform Program.*

Click the COMMUNITY button on the bottom bar. This is where
you can join us, our team, and tens of thousands of others who
are transforming right along with you. Join the Facebook group,
Transform with Chris and Heidi Powell App Users. This is a
closed group for positive support and encouragement, and it
is a great place to ask questions and get answers about The
Transform App from all of our Transform Ambassadors. Our
coaches do regular lessons within the community, and we are
always doing live workouts, giveaways, and challenges. You
don’t want to miss out! Join us in the community!!

QUICK CHECKLIST
Have you written down your Why?
Have you filled out the settings?
Have you chosen your Body Goal?
Have you chosen your Nutrition Plan?
Have you grocery shopped?
Have you meal prepped?
START.
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ONE MORE STEP!

Jump up and do 10 burpees because you have completely set up your transformation program in The Transform App.
Woo! That’s a HUGE step in your journey.

DAILY DASHBOARD
Now that you have mastered the inner workings of the app, you’ll find all of it
laid out simply for you on your Daily Dashboard. Your dashboard comes alive
as soon as your transformation begins!
Here, you will find all of your meals for the day and your daily workout. Simply
let the dashboard guide you every day and watch your body transform!
Now check out the top row buttons on your daily dashboard: LEARN,
HYDRATE, MACROS and PROGRESS.

LEARN
Each week we release a life lesson and a nutrition tip to help you on your
transformation journey (all past tips will be stored in the Archive under the
Me button). You can even mark your favorites so you can find them faster.
The videos go over things like the secret path to long-term transformation,
overcoming mental barriers and fears, making yourself a priority, meal prep,
eating at restaurants, caffeine, and daily “hugs.” With over 100 lessons and
tips, you will be a transformation guru in no time!

HYDRATE
Water check! Water is now your new best friend. H2O is good for your
kidneys, regulates your body’s temperature, and is critical for your fitness
journey, so find yourself a good, reusable water bottle you can carry with you
everywhere. The app will automatically recommend the amount of water
that most medical professionals suggest to be minimally hydrated (half of
your current body weight in ounces); however, feel free to drink more based
on your needs. It’s easy to lose track of your water intake, so we took care
of that for you: simply tap on the different sized icons to add that particular
water volume to your daily tracker. You can keep track in oz or liters. Easy as
pie (sorry to bring up food).
Try our 10-gulp rule: Every time you go to drink, take 10 gulps before putting
the water bottle down.
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JUMPING INTO YOUR TRANSFORMATION:
YOUR DASHBOARD WILL LEAD THE WAY!

Here’s a daily view of your macros. There are two ways to view your
macros, and just swipe left to see the next view. As you eat your meals, you
can check them off, and it will show in this section what you have left. If
you eat anything you hadn’t planned on eating, just add that information
into the app, and you can tweak the rest of your meals to compensate.

WORKOUTS
At the bottom of your dashboard, you will find your workout
section, where we recommend your workout(s) for the day.
From the dashboard, just touch on the image to see the workout
overview. Touch to let us guide you through the Warm Up, then
touch Start Workout to begin!
We have videos to guide you through each of the movements,
and if any exercise is too difficult (or you do not have the available
equipment), simply touch MODIFY to change to alternate
movements that you can perform!

PROGRESS
You will get out what you put in. A huge part of achieving your
goals is to measure and keep track, and that means taking pictures,
measurements, and even keeping mental notes of NSVs (non-scale
victories). The Transform App has an awesome feature called the
Smart Adjust Feature, which will notice when you’re plateauing
and will adjust your plan for you if you choose! But this only works
if you make sure to keep your results up to date.
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MACROS

Yes, there are a lot of features we have built into this app, and
we have actually hidden so many more in the app that we will
let you discover! Each feature is a powerful tool you can use
to change your life, and we are confident that the more you
familiarize yourself with the app, the easier it will get.
Transforming your life isn’t going to happen overnight. It
requires little changes every single day, and we’re here to
guide you. No more getting lost and giving up, this time it is
forever.
Let’s Transform, together!
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TRANSFORMATION TIME!

